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 + Surface Feeder Hen
 + Surface Feeder Drake
 + Swimmer Hen
 + Low-Head Drake
 + High-Head Hen
 + High-Head Drake

TOPFLIGHT MALLARDS
FUSION PACK
No two mallards are alike in nature, and they aren’t in this fusion pack either. Six unique postures create 
a spot-on depiction of the natural behavior of mallards over water. Ultra-realistic paint schemes combine 
with the ultimate in paint adhesion and durability for the final word in floating mallard decoys. All Topflight 
decoys feature an innovative weight-forward swim keel. Simply snap the line through the swim clip to give 
decoys natural motion on the water. 

Standard

Foam-FIlled

AVX8101

AVX8076

 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + High-Head Drakes (2)
 + Swimmer Hen
 + High-Head Hen

 + Surface Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Feeder Hens (2)

TOPFLIGHT MALLARDS
OPEN WATER PACK

TOPFLIGHT MALLARDS
BACK WATER PACK

Brutal open water conditions are no problem for these mallards. A combination of high-head and low-head 
postures authentically replicate the natural behavior of active mallards. Ultra-realistic paint schemes 
combine with the ultimate in paint adhesion and durability for the final word in floating mallard decoys. All 
Topflight decoys feature an innovative weight-forward swim keel. Simply snap the line through the swim 
clip to give decoys natural motion on the water. 

This backwater pack includes several unique feeding postures true to the natural dabbling behavior of 
mallards in shallow water. Ultra-realistic paint schemes combine with the ultimate in paint adhesion 
and durability for the final word in floating mallard decoys. All Topflight decoys feature an innovative 
weight-forward swim keel. Simply snap the line through the swim clip to give decoys natural motion on 
the water. 

AVX8060
AVX8070

 + High-Head Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + High-Head Hen
 + Low-Head Hen

TOPFLIGHT OVERSIZED 
MALLARDS

AVX8095

This oversized pack includes both high-heads and low-heads that are 30% larger than standard Avian-X 
mallard decoys. These 17-inch birds stand out with a larger footprint that’ll turn high-flying greenheads. 
Ultra-realistic paint schemes combine with the ultimate in paint adhesion and durability for the final word 
in floating mallard decoys. All Topflight decoys feature an innovative weight-forward swim keel. Simply 
snap the line through the swim clip to give decoys natural motion on the water.



 + High-Head Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + High-Head Hen
 + Low-Head Hen

 + Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Stretch Feeder Drake
 + Stretch Feeder Hen
 + High-Head Hen
 + Low-Head Drake

TOPFLIGHT FOAM-FILLED 
MALLARDS

AXP MALLARDS 
FUSION PACK

Built to withstand the most rugged open water conditions, these indestructible decoys will ride out any 
storm. Core-Loc™ technology fills each bird with marine-grade foam to 100% capacity. That means there’s 
zero extra space for unwanted water. Stability on the interior plus authentic looks and custom feather 
detail on the exterior create absolute mallard perfection.

The oversized birds improve visibility and place a larger footprint on the water that rides tough currents 
with smooth, natural movement. Ultra-realistic paint schemes combine with the ultimate in paint adhesion 
and durability for the final word in floating mallard decoys. 

AXP mallards lead the category with a true-to-life flock of hens and drakes designed by world champion 
decoy carver Rick Johannsen. The unique paint schemes not only look like the real bird, but also create 
contrast to enhance visibility at long distances in various field conditions. These full-body decoys are 
built to last, molded from advanced rubberized molding material and non-chip paint. They feature a wind-
activated motion system that rests atop a heavy-duty, seventeen-inch field stake. Keep all six decoys 
organized and clean for years of use in the provided six-slot decoy bag.

AVX8102 AVX8061

 + Swimmer Drakes (2) 
 + Feeder Drake
 + Feeder Hen
 + Swimmer Hen
 + High-Head Drake

 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + Rester Drakes (2)
 + Rester Hens (2)

TOPFLIGHT MALLARDS
EARLY SEASON PACK

TOPFLIGHT MALLARDS
LATE SEASON PACK

This level of detail is something you can only find at Avian-X. Our early season pack accurately captures 
the early plumage of drake and hen mallards. Ultra-realistic paint schemes combine with the ultimate in 
paint adhesion and durability for the final word in floating mallard decoys. All Topflight decoys feature an 
innovative weight-forward swim keel. Simply snap the line through the swim clip to give decoys natural 
motion on the water. 

This level of detail is something you can only find at Avian-X. Our late season pack accurately captures 
the late plumage of hens and drake mallards. Ultra-realistic paint schemes combine with the ultimate in 
paint adhesion and durability for the final word in floating mallard decoys. All Topflight decoys feature an 
innovative weight-forward swim keel. Simply snap the line through the swim clip to give decoys natural 
motion on the water. 

AVX8062

AVX8059



 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Hens (2)
 + High-Head Drakes (2)

Many hours of research, photography and carving went into capturing the true beauty and grace of wood 
ducks in our Topflight wood duck decoys. Lifelike postures give these birds the personality exhibited by 
resting woodies on the backwaters. The advanced rubberized molding material and non-chip paint add 
durability so the six-pack flock can hunt with you for many successful seasons. Each decoy is slightly 
oversized, measuring 12.5 inches from breast to tail.

AVX8083

TOPFLIGHT  
WOOD DUCKS



 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + High-Head Hens (2)
 + High-Head Drakes (2)

TOPFLIGHT 
WIGEON
Topflight wigeon decoys project the colors, postures and attitudes of a real flock of wigeon on the water. 
We spent countless hours watching these birds in their natural environment to better understand and 
select the correct postures in highly advanced, ultra-effective decoys. The bold, lifelike colors in all six 
decoys project at great distances to lure birds into your spread.

AVX8084

 + Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Hens (2)
 + Low-Head Drakes (2)

 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Hens (2)
 + High-Head Drakes (2)

TOPFLIGHT 
PINTAIL

TOPFLIGHT  
GADWALL

Incredible realism and paint schemes make these decoys true works of art. Couple that with advanced 
rubberized molding material and non-chip paint and you have the best of the best. Like all Topflight decoys, 
these birds feature the innovative weight-forward swim keel that slices through currents and breezes with 
natural motion. Decoys are slightly oversized, measuring 17 inches from breast to tail. Each set includes six 
birds in a perfect blend of low-head and feeding postures.

Gadwall, or gray ducks as most call them, can be some of the South’s wariest ducks. Come late season, 
these birds will circle your spread – gaining altitude with every pass. Level the playing field with Topflight 
gadwall, created with the attitude of fully plumed, late season gray ducks. These masterpieces perfectly 
capture the short, robust body shape of a mature gray duck with spot-on silver-gray sheen.

AVX8082

AVX8085



 + Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + Feeder Hen
 + Low-Head Hen

 + Blue-Winged Swimmer
 + Green-Winged Swimmer
 + Green-Winged Feeders (2)
 + Blue-Winged Feeders (2)

Topflight green-winged teal recreate the personality and body anatomy of a feeding flock of teal. This 
species-based pack caters to hunters who know exactly what they’re after. Each decoy measures 10 inches 
from breast to tail and features the innovative weight-forward swim keel for natural motion in the water. 

These incredibly realistic decoys recreate the personality and body anatomy of a feeding flock of teal. The 
early season pack includes both green-winged and blue-winged teal hens with early plumage, great for 
early hunts and hardcore teal hunters. Each decoy measures 10 inches from breast to tail and features the 
innovative weight-forward swim keel for natural motion in the water. 

AVX8081

AVX8079

 + Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + Feeder Hen
 + Low-Head Hen

Topflight blue-winged teal recreate the personality and body anatomy of a feeding flock of teal. This species-
based pack caters to hunters who know exactly what they’re after. Each decoy measures 10 inches from 
breast to tail and features the innovative weight-forward swim keel for natural motion in the water. 

AVX8080

TOPFLIGHT 
GREEN-WINGED TEAL

TOPFLIGHT TEAL
EARLY SEASON PACK

TOPFLIGHT 
BLUE-WINGED TEAL



 + Feeder Hen
 + Feeder Drake
 + Swimmer Hen
 + Swimmer Drake
 + High-Head Drake
 + High-Head Hen

 + Surface Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Feeder Hens (2)

 + Surface Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Feeder Hens (2)

TOPFLIGHT
BLACK DUCKS

TOPFLIGHT FOAM-FILLED
BLACK DUCKS

TOPFLIGHT OVERSIZED
BLACK DUCKS

True-to-life paint schemes and flocked bodies that won’t shine or freeze make Topflight black ducks 
look just like the real deal. No two birds are alike in this fusion pack, with six unique postures that tell a 
compelling story of a natural flock. A weight-forward swim keel complements the aesthetic to make sure 
they not only look the part, but act it, too. Simply snap the line through the swim clip to create natural 
motion in a current or the slightest breeze.

Built to withstand the most rugged open water conditions, these indestructible decoys will ride out any 
storm. Core-Loc™ technology fills each bird with marine-grade foam to 100% capacity. That means there’s 
zero extra space for unwanted water. 

True-to-life paint schemes and flocked bodies that won’t shine or freeze make Topflight black ducks look 
just like the real deal. With an additional 2.5 inches of length compared to life-size birds, these oversized 
black ducks will stand out at great distances. A weight-forward swim keel complements the aesthetic to 
make sure they not only look the part, but act it, too. Simply snap the line through the swim clip to create 
natural motion in a current or the slightest breeze.

AVX8075
AVX8103

AVX8096
 + Stretch Feeder Hens (2)
 + Stretch Feeder Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Hen
 + Low-Head Drake

AXF FULL-BODY  
BLACK DUCKS
AXF black ducks bulk up any field spread with a non-glare, flocked finish for long-range attraction power. 
Intricate details and exact coloration cover every millimeter of these birds for a level of realism that’s 
downright deadly. The wind-activation motion system sits atop a heavy-duty, 17-inch field stake for a 
stable hold through the roughest, toughest hunts. Simplify storage and transport with the included decoy 
bag to make sure your birds always get to the field looking their best.

True-to-life paint schemes and flocked bodies that won’t shine or freeze make Topflight black ducks look 
just like the real deal. With an additional 2.5 inches of length compared to life-size birds, these oversized 
black ducks will stand out at great distances. A weight-forward swim keel complements the aesthetic to 
make sure they not only look the part, but act it, too. Simply snap the line through the swim clip to create 
natural motion in a current or the slightest breeze.

AVX8077



 + High-Head Drakes (2)
 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + High-Head Hen
 + Low-Head Hen

You can only find Bluebill perfection in two places: flying overhead or in an Avian-X box. These decoys 
feature rubberized molding material and durable paint schemes for season after season success. The pack 
of six includes both greater and lesser Bluebills in high-contrast colors for greater versatility and a natural 
appearance that attracts low-approaching birds. Our weight-forward swim keel helps these divers display 
authentic movement on the water to complete your setup.

 + Low-Head Hens (2)
 + Low-Head Bulls (2)
 + Sleeper Hen
 + Sleeper Bull

These magnum decoys excel on the rough open water where canvasbacks rest and feed. Built to last, their 
rugged, wide bases suck down and ride the waves like real birds, while their rubber molded bodies are 
constructed to withstand rough conditions. Carefully selected head positions and body postures mimic the 
natural personalities of these open water divers. World champion decoy carver Rick Johannsen pulled out 
all his tricks to make sure these decoys are unparalleled in realism, anatomy and design. 

TOPFLIGHT 
BLUEBILLS

TOPFLIGHT  
CANVAS BACKS

Standard

Foam-FIlled

AVX8098

AVX8088

Standard

Foam-FIlled

AVX8097

AVX8086

 + Low-Head Hens (2)
 + Low-Head Drakes (2)
 + Sleeper Hen
 + Sleeper Drake

These magnum decoys excel on the rough open water where redheads rest and feed. Built to last, their 
rugged, wide bases suck down and ride the waves like real birds, while their rubber molded bodies are 
constructed to withstand rough conditions. Carefully selected head positions and body postures mimic the 
natural personalities of these open water divers. World champion decoy carver Rick Johannsen pulled out 
all his tricks to make sure these decoys are unparalleled in realism, anatomy and design. 

TOPFLIGHT 
REDHEADS

Standard

Foam-FIlled

AVX8099

AVX8089





 + Short-Neck Feeders (2)
 + Walking Feeders (2)
 + Stretch-Neck Feeders (2)

 + Short-Neck Feeders (2)
 + Walking Feeders (2)
 + Stretch-Neck Feeders (2

 + Male Caller
 + Male Lookout
 + Short-Neck Male
 + Aggressive Male
 + Male Sentry
 + Female Caller

 + Male Caller
 + Male Lookout
 + Short-Neck Male
 + Aggressive Male
 + Male Sentry
 + Female Caller

AXF HONKERS 
FEEDER PACK

AXP HONKERS 
FEEDER PACK

AXF HONKERS 
SENTRY PACK

AXP HONKERS 
SENTRY PACK

These decoys are our bread and butter, and no goose setup is complete without them. Flocked decoys 
excel at fooling wary honkers in all lighting and weather conditions. The secret lies in the fibers’ ability to 
eliminate unnatural shine and fight against frost. Feather sheen flocking covers every part of these full-
body Canadas – from the precisely-measured body to the factory-attached head. The result is a perfect 
duplicate of the look, movement and coloration of the real thing.

Our AXP full-body honkers rival every production decoy out there. Ultra-realistic paint schemes and 
superior paint adhesion combine with factory-attached flocked heads for a truly lifelike look. Oversized, 
retractable motion bases make for easy setups and added durability. These birds are perfect for throw-
and-go hunting to eliminate bagging and unbagging individual blocks. The standard has been set for 
Canada decoys – and this is it. 

These decoys are our bread and butter, and no goose setup is complete without them. Flocked decoys 
excel at fooling wary honkers in all lighting and weather conditions. The secret lies in the fibers’ ability to 
eliminate unnatural shine and fight against frost. Feather sheen flocking covers every part of these full-
body Canadas – from the precisely-measured body to the factory-attached head. The result is a perfect 
duplicate of the look, movement and coloration of the real thing.

Our AXP full-body honkers rival every production decoy out there. Ultra-realistic paint schemes and 
superior paint adhesion combine with factory-attached flocked heads for a truly lifelike look. Oversized, 
retractable motion bases make for easy setups and added durability. These birds are perfect for throw-
and-go hunting to eliminate bagging and unbagging individual blocks. The standard has been set for 
Canada decoys – and this is it. 

AVX9028

AVX9003

AVX9030

AVX9005



 + Swimmers (2)
 + Sentry
 + Caller

TOPFLIGHT 
HONKERS
Designed by legendary waterfowler Fred Zink and world champion decoy carver Rick Johanssen, these 
shells are as real as it gets. The hand-selected postures and weight-forward swim keel mimic natural 
movement on the water. Intricate paint schemes highlight the anatomically perfect bodies, enhanced by 
advanced plastic construction that won’t crack or chip. Also fighting against wear and tear – factory-
connected heads promise a secure connection.

AVX9040

 + Stretch-Neck Feeder
 + Short-Neck Feeder
 + Walking Feeder
 + Juvenile
 + Relaxed Female
 + Male Caller

AXP HONKERS 
FUSION PACK
Our AXP full-body honkers rival every production decoy out there. Ultra-realistic paint schemes and 
superior paint adhesion combine with factory-attached flocked heads for a truly lifelike look. Oversized, 
retractable motion bases make for easy setups and added durability. These birds are perfect for throw-
and-go hunting to eliminate bagging and unbagging individual blocks. The standard has been set for 
Canada decoys – and this is it. 

AVX9006



 + Walkers (2)
 + Searcher
 + Stub-Neck
 + Sentry

 + Stretch-Neck Feeders (2)
 + Real Feeders (2) 
 + Picking Feeders (2)

 + Walkers (2)
 + Searcher
 + Stub-Neck

AXP LESSERS 
OUTFITTER PACK

AXP LESSERS 
FEEDER PACK

AXP LESSERS 
ACTIVE PACK

Whether you’re an outfitter or not, always hunt like one. This monster 
collection of 12 full-body lessers covers a variety of postures with one 
important common denominator: they’re all dead ringers for a real 
lesser Canada goose. The 20% oversized decoys attract large groups 
of lessers in the west, and over in the east, they’re equally effective 
decoying James Bay geese and other small sub-species. Use them 
to add color contrast and size variety to your honker spread for a 
complete, professional-level goose setup.

We recreated the anatomy and coloring of a lesser goose in every way – from its unique beak shape to its 
distinct coloring. The 20% oversized decoys attract large groups of lessers in the west, and over in the 
east, they’re equally effective decoying James Bay geese and other small sub-species. These lessers blend 
perfectly with standard honker decoys while adding color contrast, size variety and multiple postures. You’ll 
also benefit from a slotted decoy bag to accommodate throw-and-go hunting and simplify storage.

We recreated the anatomy and coloring of a lesser goose in every way – from its unique beak shape to its 
distinct coloring. The 20% oversized decoys attract large groups of lessers in the west, and over in the 
east, they’re equally effective decoying James Bay geese and other small sub-species. These lessers blend 
perfectly with standard honker decoys while adding color contrast, size variety and multiple postures. You’ll 
also benefit from a slotted decoy bag to accommodate throw-and-go hunting and simplify storage.

AVX9009

AVX9007

AVX9008

 + Caller
 + Stretch-Neck Feeders (2)
 + Real Feeders (2)
 + Picking Feeders (2)

 + Sentry
 + Caller



 + Stretch-Neck Feeder
 + Walking Feeder
 + Picking Feeder

AXP SPECKLEBELLY 
FUSION PACK
AXP specklebelly decoys are a must for all who love the challenge of hunting these wise geese. Hundreds 
of research hours went into the design to deliver not just accurate body and head postures, but also 
the subtle details it takes to fool these wary, late-season birds. Intricate carvings and meticulous paint 
schemes duplicate a mature speck to the fullest. The fusion pack includes six distinct postures and a 
custom-fitted decoy bag for easy transport and storage.

AVX9014

 + Rester Head
 + High Head
 + Sentry



 + Hand-braided
 + Four drop loops
 + Tangle-free

TOPFLIGHT
CALL LANYARDS
Put your waterfowl calls on display while keeping them close at hand. These custom, hand-braided lanyards 
hold up to four calls, with lengthened drops for easy access without tangling. The collection features four 
unique designs with killer looks.

AVX9051

Traditional Mallard

AVX9053

Traditional Goose

 + Eliminates hard edges and shadows
 + Sturdy, lightweight non-corrosive frame
 + Holds up to four hunters
 + Straps and pockets for adding natural vegetation
 + Collapses for easy storage with carry straps

 + Converts A-Frame blind into a late-season killing machine
 + Blends perfectly into snow-covered fields, fence lines and marshes
 + 600-denier polyester construction
 + Blind frame not included

A-FRAME BLIND

A-FRAME SNOW COVER

Don’t waste time searching for cover; take it with you. With a 
streamlined, mobile design, the A-Frame blind offers the next best 
thing to total invisibility in marshes, fence lines, waterways and open 
fields. The non-corrosive aluminum frame breaks up bird-flaring hard 
edges and shadows, further aided by a rugged 600-denier shell in 
Mossy Oak® Shadowgrass Blades® for superior camouflage.

Grass straps and pockets complete the A-Frame’s concealment with 
the addition of natural vegetation. After mere minutes of setup, up 
to four hunters fit comfortably inside. Take advantage of the four 
adjustable gun clips and easy-carry webbing strap to complete the 
total package.

Nothing stops hunters from capitalizing on waterfowl season – down 
to the final day. Adjust your camouflage to suit snowy surroundings 
with the A-Frame snow cover. This custom-fitted polyester shell fits 
snugly over the A-Frame blind to help hunters blend into rough late 
season conditions. A-Frame blind must be purchased separately.

AVX7001

AVX7002





The top conservationists deserve the best decoys. Avian-X is proud to be the official 
decoy manufacturer of the nation’s most reputable conservation organization, the 
National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF). Since 1973, NWTF has united dedicated 
volunteers, professional staff members and committed partners under the common 
goal of conservation and preservation. It’s our shared goal to foster a new generation of 
ethical hunters by creating memories afield. Look for the NWTF logo as a sign that you’re 
furthering this mission with any Avian-X turkey purchase.



 + Highly mobile turkey pack great for running and gunning
 + Specially-sized pockets for all turkey call styles
 + EVA molded front pocket folds down into shelf 
 + Breathable fabric keeps loads light and cool during hot hunts
 + Box call access point with elastic closure

RUNDOWN™ SLING PACK
When it comes to turkey hunting, mobility is key. Stay light, fast and agile with the Rundown™. The unique sling design packs all essential calls and gear – keeping them out of the way when on the move, and easy to 
access when toms start gobbling. A series of specially-sized pockets hold everything from strikers to box calls. There’s even a fleece-lined cell phone pocket. Outfitted in Mossy Oak® Obsession and designed for ultimate 
comfort, this is way more than just another turkey pack.

AVXTK100

 + Fleece-lined pocket for cell phone and other electronics
 + Multiple D-rings to attach additional gear
 + Easily slides from side to front for quick access
 + Comfortable, ergonomic fit
 + Adjustable padded shoulder strap

NEW



 + Durable blow-molded design for many seasons of use
 + Relaxed quarter-strut body posture
 + Rubber molded leg stumps with authentic spur detail
 + Customize setups with two removable head designs
 + Includes aggressive and submissive head postures

HDR™ JAKE
Introducing the Heavy-Duty Realism (HDR) line of turkey decoys. Blow-molded into reality from hand-
carved designs, these decoys harness unbeatable detail and durability.

The HDR jake is sized slightly smaller than a real turkey, but just big enough that he’ll make a tempting 
target. His quarter-strut posture and subdominant feathers signal he’s content but ready to fight if 
an opportunity presents itself. Choose from two included removable head designs – one with a curled, 
aggressive posture, the other straight and submissive. Pair with any Avian-X hen for a completely 
customized setup, and you’ll paint a picture that’ll draw in every boss gobbler for miles.

AVX8105

 + Pre-attached synthetic beard
 + True-to-life paint scheme and feather detail
 + Storage for mounting stake in tail
 + Pairs well with any hen to mimic breeding pair
 + Includes mounting stake for quick setup
 + Realistic movement without unnatural spin

NEW



 + Dominant posture
 + Includes pre-attached beard
 + Synthetic fan folds to fit in vest
 + Also holds a real fan; just clip in

LCD 
STRUTTER 

TROPHY TOM™

This is as in-your-face gobbler action gets. Even the toughest old 
gobbler won’t be able to ignore the LCD Strutter’s dominant strutting 
posture. From posture to paint, this level of incredible detail and 
superior realism is simply unmatched. The Lifelike Collapsible Decoy 
(LCD) design folds into a compact, lightweight size for travel and 
storage. Simply blow up and connect to the collapsible stake for 
setup. The provided tail fan is the finishing touch – or add your own 
for an extra dose of realism. 

Turn your gobbler into a taxidermy-style showpiece with the Trophy Tom. The one-piece design easily holds a 
dried tail fan and beard surrounded by detailed carvings and ultra-realistic paint. It’s a great way for turkey 
hunters to relive memories over and over again. (And maybe have an excuse to do a little bragging.) The 
Trophy Tom also includes a mounting stake and handle to double as a 2D strutting-style decoy in the field. 

AVX8004

AVX8021

 + Relaxed wings and sub-dominant head
 + Realistic movement without unnatural spin
 + Great for early season
 + Easy transport and storage

LCD 
HALF-STRUT JAKE

AVX8012

 + Non-aggressive and non-dominant
 + Easy target for gobblers to pick on 
 + Realistic movement without unnatural spin
 + Easy transport and storage

LCD 
QUARTER-STRUT JAKE
Give them something to pick on with the LCD Quarter-Strut Jake. This 
guy’s non-aggressive pose makes him attractive to both dominant 
and sub-dominant gobblers, while his size – 15% smaller than a real 
jake – keeps him non-threatening and portable. Crafted from rugged 
dura-rubber, the Quarter-Strut Jake easily fits in a turkey vest, and 
won’t crease or dent like other folding decoys. Pair with the LCD 
Laydown Hen to mimic a breeding pair that will drive longbeards 
absolutely wild.

AVX8003

 + Showpiece for tail fan and beard
 + Great way to capture memories
 + Heavy-duty clip easily holds tail fan
 + Includes instructions on tail fan prep
 + Doubles as 2D decoy

The LCD Half-Strut Jake tells the tragic tale of a young gobbler 
living dangerously outside the pecking order. His sub-dominant head 
and relaxed feather positioning show he’s fearless in his pursuit to 
establish dominance. Not to be tested, wild gobblers will be all too 
willing to teach him a swift lesson. This decoy is especially good for 
the early season when turkeys are working through the pecking order. 
Combine with your favorite LCD hens and watch a tragedy unfold.



LCD  
REPLACEMENT STAKE
When it comes to turkey hunting, there are bound to be a few casualties along the way – and we aren’t 
just talking about the birds. Whether forgotten in the ground or broken by a fired up gobbler, carbon 
stakes don’t always make it home. Replacement stakes make sure you never have to go without.

AVX8022

 + Replaces lost or broken carbon stakes
 + Works with any turkey decoy in the Avian-X LCD Series

 + Relaxed, comfortable position signals she’s ready to breed
 + Lifelike Collapsible Decoy (LCD)
 + Easy transport and storage
 + Unmatched realism and detail

LCD 
LAYDOWN HEN
This lady is ready and waiting! The LCD Laydown Hen’s body, wings and head simulate a hen turkey’s 
authentic breeding position. It’s a compelling invitation, and one that’s been the demise of many a boss 
gobbler. She pairs perfectly with the LCD Quarter-Strut Jake to create a scene that a boss gobbler just 
won’t tolerate. This pose can also double-down as a highly realistic dusting hen during mid-morning 
setups. The Laydown Hen does it all – and then some!

AVX8011

 + Added height for improved visibility
 + Lifelike Collapsible Decoy (LCD)
 + Easy transport and storage
 + Unmatched realism and detail

 + Relaxed, content position
 + Lifelike Collapsible Decoy (LCD)
 + Easy transport and storage
 + Unmatched realism and detail

 + Posture signals she’s ready to breed
 + Lifelike Collapsible Decoy (LCD)
 + Easy transport and storage
 + Unmatched realism and detail

LCD 
LOOKOUT HEN

LCD 
FEEDER HEN

LCD 
BREEDER HEN

The LCD Lookout Hen has a similar look and effect as the popular 
Breeder Hen, but she’s got a little something extra. The Lookout’s 
raised height aids visibility so passing gobblers can spot her even 
in tall grass and dense vegetation. She features the same attention 
to detail and authentic paint scheme you expect from Avian-X, and 
the Lifelike Collapsible Decoy design you need for easy setups and 
transport. 

The LCD Feeder Hen draws gobblers in close to set up the perfect kill 
shot. Typically, a hen will notice a gobbler’s advances and approach, 
signaling she’s ready to breed. So if a longbeard’s gobbles go ignored, 
he’ll assume she didn’t hear or see him – and he’ll move closer to 
make sure she does. As he gets closer, the LCD Feeder’s ultra-
detailed paint schemes with true-to-life reflective feathers will pull 
him even deeper under her spell. This little lady will surprise you with 
what she’s able to accomplish during her morning snack.

One of our most popular turkey decoys ever, the LCD Breeder Hen 
plays up gobbler’s top priority every spring: finding a mate. This 
lady is the ultimate temptation, displaying she’s ready to breed. 
High-quality feather detail and intricate paint schemes complement 
this inviting pose to bring the gobblers to the hen house. Like all LCD 
decoys, the Breeder Hen features a collapsible dura-rubber body that 
won’t crease or dent and stays quiet in the field. Your setup won’t be 
complete without this one.

AVX8006 AVX8007 AVX8008



 + Posture signals she’s ready to breed
 + Lifelike Collapsible Decoy (LCD)
 + Easy transport and storage
 + Unmatched realism and detail

 + Posture signals she’s ready to breed
 + Lifelike Collapsible Decoy (LCD)
 + Easy transport and storage
 + Unmatched realism and detail

LCD 
MERRIAM’S COMBO

LCD 
RIO GRANDE COMBO

If you’re heading out west to chase Merriam’s, give yourself the upper hand with the most accurate decoys 
available. Avian-X is proud to bring you the very first production decoys that mimic the exact coloration 
specific to Merriam’s turkeys.

This combo pack includes an LCD Quarter-Strut Jake and LCD Lookout Hen. The Lookout Hen’s high-
profile, upright head shows dominance to attract gobblers and challenge other hens. She pairs with the 
subdominant LCD Quarter-Strut Jake to bring the fight out of every gobbler.

If you’re in Rio Grande country, give yourself the upper hand with the most accurate decoys available. 
Avian-X is proud to bring you the very first production decoys that mimic the exact coloration specific to 
Rio Grande turkeys.

This combo pack includes an LCD Quarter-Strut Jake and LCD Lookout Hen. The Lookout Hen’s high-
profile, upright head shows dominance to attract gobblers and challenge other hens. She pairs with the 
subdominant LCD Quarter-Strut Jake to bring the fight out of every gobbler.

AVX8009 AVX8010

Check out an excellent selection of decoys we offer on our website.

https://www.recreationid.com/decoys.html

